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This paper shows the characteristics of performance for interior permanent magnet machine (IPM) consider-

ing driving conditions such as maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) and flux-weakening control especially in

terms of harmonic loss. In particular, based on finite element analysis (FEA), permanent magnet (PM) eddy-

current loss and the harmonic iron loss have been computed where the models have been intentionally designed

to identify the effects of pole-slot combinations on the loss while maintaining the required power for electric

vehicle. From the analysis results, it was shown that the rotor iron loss and PM eddy-current loss of machine

employing fractional slot winding are extremely large at load condition. Furthermore, it was revealed that the

harmonic iron loss at high-speed operation is mainly distributed over stator teeth and rotor surface, which may

aggravate cooling system of the rotor structure in the vehicle. 
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1. Introduction

With the increasing demand on high efficiency and high

power density per volume in high-speed application such

as electric vehicles (EVs), interior permanent magnet

machine (IPM) has become a distinctive candidate. The

IPM utilizes not only the magnet torque but also the

reluctance torque and can be driven at a wide speed range

with assistance of the outstanding flux-weakening cap-

ability. 

However, it has drawbacks of large PM eddy-current loss

and harmonic iron loss in terms of the running condition

with flux-weakening control because of space harmonic

components and distorted magnetic flux in the core.

The magneto-motive force (MMF) harmonics which is

determined by pole and slot combinations can cause sub-

stantial losses at high-speed region. If the losses are large,

the efficiency of the machine is reduced, sometimes giving

rise to the risk of irreversible demagnetization by excessive

local heating. An example of the irreversible demagneti-

zation by local heat source in prototype machine for EVs

is shown in Fig. 1 and the result of the damage is present-

ed in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the type of PM in the machine for EVs is

usually Nd-Fe-B which has high conductivity. Also, in the

case of vehicle application, the level of circumstance temper-

ature of the machine aggravates the severing condition.

Thus, IPM for EVs is especially vulnerable to the thermal

demagnetization.

Therefore, it is important for machine designer to under-

stand the origin and characteristics of the loss to avoid the
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Demagnetized magnet by local heating
in prototype machine.
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worst case. From this point of view, this paper presents

numerical investigation results of IPM considering the

running strategy such as MTPA and field-weakening control.

Moreover, for the purpose of investigating of MMF

harmonic effect on the loss, which is determined by pole-

slot combinations, four models having different pole-slot

combinations for fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) were

designed based on the prototype machine and numerical

simulation for the models has been carried out in detail.

2. Model Description

In order to investigate the effect on the loss by pole-slot

combinations, four machines having same output power

(100[kW]) for FCEV were designed. 

The first group is 6 poles machines as shown in Fig. 3

where one is 27 slots (‘6P27S’) the other is 36 slots

(‘6P36S’). Also, 8 poles 36 slots machine (‘8P36S’) and 8

poles 48 slots machine (‘8P48S’) are the second group as

Fig. 2. (Color online) Back-EMF waveform of prototype
machine @ 12,000 rpm.

Fig. 3. Configurations of IPM having 6 poles.

Fig. 4. Configurations of IPM having 8 poles.
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shown in Fig. 4.

Meanwhile, the number of slots per pole per phase (‘q’)

is important design value. If the q is integer, the machine

belongs to integer slot winding machine. For example, in

the case of 6P36S and 8P48S, q equals to 2, and thus they

are conventional integer slot winding machines. In the

other case of having fractional q such as 1.5 or 2.5, the

machine become to fractional slot winding machine. Because

the q of 6P27S and 8P36S are 1.5, they belong to frac-

tional slot winding type.

As show in Table 1, these machines have the same values

for rotor outer diameter, stator inner and outer diameters,

slot opening size, magnet height and width, armature current,

etc. 

Regarding 8 poles machines, the shape of the magnet

layers was adjusted to get low value of THD in back-EMF

while maintaining same permanent magnet. However, in the

case of 6 poles machines, they have same rotor structure.

It is worthy to note that 6P27S is the prototype machine

which was irreversibly demagnetized by local heating in

the rotor as shown in Fig. 1.

3. Numerical Computation Method

IPM has distinctive feature of distorted magnet flux

waveform in the core on account of active armature-reac-

tion effect by d-axis current. Thus, for better accuracy, the

harmonic flux density should be considered in the iron

loss analysis estimation.

In the following, the iron loss calculation is performed

under assumption that total iron loss is the sum of the

harmonics losses caused by radial component of flux den-

sity Br and peripheral component Bθ respectively. Using

the Fourier transform, iron loss considering harmonic

component can be calculated by following expression [2,

3]:

,  (1)

,  (2)

Where Wie is eddy-current loss and Wih is hysteresis

loss. Br,n, Bθ,n are the nth harmonics of the radial and

peripheral components of the flux density. D is density of

the electrical steel plate. Ke and Kh are eddy-current and

hysteresis loss coefficient respectively. In this case, the

excess loss component is included in the eddy-current

loss [4]. 

In addition, the PM eddy-current loss can be estimated

by the obtained n-th order component of eddy-current

density Jn as shown in (3)

 (3)

4. Computation of Machine Performance

The general capability of analysis models as shown in

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are represented in Fig. 5-Fig. 8. Because

the rotor structure of 6 poles machines are the same, the

torque-speed curves of the machines become to be equal

while the THD of two EMFs are different. It can be seen

that the THD of 6P27S adopting fractional slot winding is
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Table 1. Specifications of analysis models.

6P27S 6P36S 8P36S 8P48S

Number of slots 27 36 36 48

Turn per coil 8 6 8 6

Number of poles 6 8

Stator out diameter [mm] 240 240

Stack length [mm] 230 190

Steel S08 S08

Permanent magnet Br = 1.1T Br = 1.1T

Imax [A] 640 565

Dc link voltage [V] 240 250

Fig. 5. Comparison of torque-speed curve.
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smaller than that of 6P36S having integer slot winding.

On the other hand, in the case of 8 pole machines, the

two machines show similar EMF waveforms thanks to

adjusting shape of magnet layers but 8P48S selecting

integer slot winding has low starting torque comparing it

to 8P36S.

From these results, it can be seen that the fractional slot

winding machine can have low THD of EMF and high

reluctance torque.

Meanwhile, regarding the cogging torque, the least

common multiple of the number of poles and the number

of slots (NL) determine the amplitude of cogging torque.

In other words, if the NL is increased, the peak of cogging

becomes to be reduced. Therefore, fractional slot winding

type machine such as 6P27S and 8P36S having large NL

compared to conventional integer slot winding shows low

cogging-torque which is strongly linked to vibration and

electric noise as shown in Fig. 7. 

When it comes to the torque ripple, simulation results

are represented in Fig. 8. It can be seen that integer slot

winding type machines have large torque ripples 

Based on (1), (2) and (3), the iron loss and magnet joule

loss of the analysis models under both no-load and load

conditions are compared as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Under no-load condition where the slot-opening effect

is only origin of the total loss, 6P36S and 8P48S having

Fig. 6. Comparison of EMF.

Fig. 7. Comparison of cogging torque.

Fig. 8. Comparison of torque ripple.
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large number of slot show large stator iron loss and rotor

iron loss compared to fractional slot winding types.

Meanwhile, under load condition where the stator current

is on, excessive rotor iron loss and magnet loss is induced

inversely. These results reveal that armature MMF strong-

ly effects on the rotor loss although the rotor structure

rotates synchronously with stators' fundamental rotating

magnetic field.

For the purpose of finding the cause of excessive rotor

loss in fractional slot winding machines, normalized MMF

waveforms and their harmonic component with direction

of rotation of each harmonics is investigated as shown in

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. It can be seen that in the case of frac-

tional slot winding machines, the shape of MMF wave-

form is asymmetric while the conventional winding shows

symmetric pattern. 

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 12, the fractional slot wind-

ing machines have many MMF harmonic components.

Furthermore, some components have opposite rotating

direction which can induce large eddy-current because it

has high relative speed in rotor reference frame. There-

fore, it is clear that the excessive loss in rotor iron and

PM come from these harmonic parts especially when

Fig. 9. Total losses at no-load and rated load condition in the 6
pole machines (9,000 [rpm], 640 [Apeak], 81 [deg]: current
angle).

Fig. 10. Total losses at no-load and rated load condition in the
8 pole machines (9,000 [rpm], 565 [Apeak], 75 [deg]: current
angle).

Fig. 11. Normalized MMF waveform.
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having negative direction.

The iron loss distribution for 6 poles machines based on

(1) and (2) is shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Under no-

load condition where the PM is the only magnetic flux

source, the rotor iron loss superficially distributed near

air-gap while the stator iron loss is placed near start and

end of teeth. Under load condition, it can be seen that the

stator iron loss intensively distributed near air-gap while

the rotor iron loss deeply distributed into rotor yoke. 

Meanwhile, the investigation results in terms of driving

condition on the losses are shown in Fig. 15. At low

speed where the MTPA is performed, the current angle is

set a constant to maintain the maximum torque. In this

region, while the status of the flux density the machine is

unchanging, the frequency of the waveform is variable.

On the other hand, in the case of high speed region using

field-weakening control, both the current angle and speed

are increased and then the flux density and frequency is

remarkably changed.

It is worthy to note that in the case of 6 poles machines,

the starting point for flux-weakening control is 2,600 rpm.

Until 2,600 rpm, the fundamental stator iron loss increase

according to speed. However, after 2,600 rpm, the harmonic

stator iron loss becomes larger than the fundamental one

which is rather decreased on account of the active com-

Fig. 12. Comparison of MMF harmonics.

Fig. 13. (Color online) Iron loss distribution at no-load con-
dition in the 6 pole machines (9000 [rpm]).

Fig. 14. (Color online) Iron loss distribution at rated load con-
dition in the 6 pole machines (9000 [rpm], 81 [deg]: current
angle).
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pensation effect by PM flux. 

It is interesting that regarding fractional slot winding

machine the magnet joule loss is the main loss component

while the harmonic stator iron loss is the largest one in

the integer slot winding machine. For the quantified com-

parison of the losses considering driving condition, each

the loss component are represented in Table 2.

From the investigation of harmonic loss analysis as

shown in Fig. 16, it is revealed that the fundamental com-

ponent of stator is the largest origin under MTPA control.

On the other hand, under field-weakening control, the 9th

harmonic of the rotor which is fundamental is the main

loss part.

Fig. 17 shows distribution of axis-ratio in 6P27S con-

sidering driving strategy. It can be seen that the rotating

magnetic field is generated mainly at both end of stator

teeth and yoke regardless of driving condition.

5. Conclusion

This paper shows numerical investigation on performance

characteristics of IPM for EVs considering operating condi-

tion and pole-slot combinations.

Fig. 15. Comparison of losses according to the speed in the 6
pole machines.

Fig. 16. Harmonic iron losses.

Table 2. Comparison result of loss components for 6 poles
machines.

Unit [Watt] 6P27S 6P36S

rpm 2,600 12,000 2,600 12,000

Stator iron loss 449.2 1112.3 452.5 1355.8

Rotor iron loss 140.0 1247.1 108.8 639.4

PM eddy-current loss 484.4 2160.0 73.2 490.9

Fig. 17. Distribution of axis ratio of flux density waveform of
6P27S.
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From the several analysis results, it was shown that the

fractional slot winding can induce excessive rotor loss

although it has superior performance such as low THD of

EMF, low cogging torque and high reluctance torque

compared to conventional winding.

In addition, it could be found that the origin of large

rotor losses of fractional winding comes from high harmonic

contents of MMF.

Furthermore, it was shown that the harmonic iron losses

of stator are larger than before when field-weakening

operation performed. Also, it was revealed that the fund-

amental harmonic of rotor iron loss is main loss compo-

nent at high-speed operation.
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